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Truly appreciated 

on your Johor Blood 

Warrior Tik Tok 

video

JOHOR BLOOD WARRIOR

By Sharmin
SCM Department



"Being a blood donor, I believe 
that my contribution to the 
local community can help save 
the lives of patients who 
require blood transfusions."

Muhamad Hazim Bin Muhamad Said
Human Resources Department



“The opportunity was very 
fulfilling as it allowed giving 

something back to the 
community and helping our 

country. 
Also, a great program to 
meet new people and 

improve interpersonal skills. 
This is very good program 
that we need to continue 

carry out every year”.

Sharmin
SCM Department

“I’m proud as part of 
Alpha’s employee. Alpha 
as private company in the 
manufacturing industry is 
able to organize this 
event on yearly basis 
without failed. We 
contribute to corporate 
social responsibilities 
besides our main activity 
which is to produce 
copper rod and wire. We 
encourage more Alpha’s 
employee to be one of the 
blood donor in near 
future.”

Siti Norina
Human Resource Department



Thanks for your 
contribution.

A SINGLE DROP OF 
BLOOD CAN MAKE A 
HUGE DIFFERENCE

Mohamad Syarifuddin Bin Yusmin 
Chairman of Blood Donation 

Committee as 
a Volunteer.

Accepted Blood Donor : 81 persons
Rejected Blood Donor : 29 persons
Total Blood Donor participation : 110 Persons



#ALPHAWARRIOR



#LENS BLOOD WARRIOR
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